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Theatre Graphics and Graphic Theatre:
Zich’s Semantics in Posters and Publicity

Abstract
The essay employs the concept of the ‘semantic image’ as articulated by Czech aesthetician
Otakar Zich in his book The Aesthetics of Dramatic Art in order to outline how theatre publicity relates to theatre production and performance. Theatre graphics, posters, and other promotional materials contain images that substitute or compensate for what is not to be seen
and heard onstage in form of ‘technical images’; thus, these graphics condition the ‘representational images’ of dramatic locations.1 Publicity images can be also used to manipulate
imagery associations related to actors as well as dramatic characters in order to facilitate their
desired reception. This article focuses on the posters produced for Prague’s National Theatre
opera production of Tramvestie (2019) and two stagings of Peter Shaffer’s Equus (1973, 2007)
along with Alphonse Mucha’s posters for Sarah Bernhardt.
Key words
theatre poster, theatre publicity, theatre iconography, visual communication, graphic design,
Otakar Zich, Ivo Osolsobě, Gilbert Lesser, Uli Weber, Jakub Gulyás, Alphonse Mucha, Sarah
Bernhardt

1   For the purpose of this article, I employ the following terminology. The term semantic image (in Czech,
významová představa) is used in order to avoid confusion with ‘image’ in sense of picture (graphics); the
semantic image consists of the technical image (významová představa technická) and the representational image
(významová představa obrazová) (ZICH 1986: 43).
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2   For a further discussion regarding various applications of Zich’s concept of the semantic image, see
(LÁNSKÁ 2016).
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This paper employs the theoretical system developed by Czech aesthetician and thea
trologist Otakar Zich to detect intermedial, cognitive and semiotic links between theat
rical publicity, particularly posters, and theatre production and performance. Zich’s es
sential ideas about theatre were outlined in his seminal book The Aesthetics of Dramatic
Art (ZICH 1986, originally published in 1931) as well as in other works such as ‘The
Aesthetic Preparation of the Mind’ (ZICH 1921).
Despite the fact that Zich’s theories use the realistic theatre for the implicit material of
his analysis (see OSOLSOBĚ 1981), Zich designs a prismatic framework through which also
a non-representational theatre (especially after the so-called Second Theatrical Reform)
can be understood and described (VELTRUSKÝ 1992). Zich’s work in this area is often
seen as pre-cognitive and pre-semiotic (for instance, VELTRUSKÝ 1992; OSOLSOBĚ 1981;
HAVLÍČKOVÁ KYSOVÁ 2015), however later semiotic readings (SUS 1992, recently re
capitulated by LÁNSKÁ 2016) and explanations in terms of communication theory (see
OSOLSOBĚ 1992) and the aesthetics of reception take the audience into greater con
sideration (see OSOLSOBĚ 2007). All these frameworks can help make the scheme and
especially Zich’s concept of the ‘semantic image’2 particularly applicable for research into
theatrical publicity, despite the status of promotional materials, as a distinct media form.
Since for Zich a dramatic work or dramatic art is ‘principal’ or ‘constructive’ theo
retical abstraction (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 200), the theatre poster suggests such an ab
stract construction that becomes materialized and propagated as an individual playbill,
poster, or publicity image in a specific context of visual and theatrical culture under
certain social, economic, and commercial conditions. In line with this heterogeneity of
modes and circumstances, several examples from various theatrical genres, practices,
and epochs were chosen for analysis.
The semiotician, aesthetician and theatrologist Ivo Osolsobě, who acknowledged
Zich’s influence upon him, offers a ‘cybernetic’ definition of theatre that is a ‘commu
nication by means of communication about communication’ (OSOLSOBĚ 2002: 90),
a description mirroring Zich’s triadic scheme actor actor figure dramatic persona, and that
further extends Zich’s original concept to non-representational forms of theatre. With
in a model of theatre as a complex multimedium engaged in a hierarchy of commu
nicative situations (OSOLSOBĚ 1992), a disponible para-theatrical or meta-theatrical
circuit can be traced in the channelling of messages in the media of theatrical publicity,
e.g. in terms of visual communication.
Quoting Ivo Osolsobě (2002, 2007), neither Zich’s Aesthetics nor a piece of theatrical
ephemera is ‘yesterday’s weather report’ (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 190). That is Zich’s work is
useful not only to fill the ‘referential gap’ (BALME 1997) in tracing the theatre history,
which the study of theatre iconography contributes to. The essay suggests that theatre
publicity has also an epistemic value to theatre theory.
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In the introductory chapters of his Aesthetics, Zich principally opposes the prevalent
contemporaneous stereotype circumscribing all theatre to the literary genre of ‘drama’.
In terms of the aesthetic experience, neither reading alone nor reading aloud is equal
to spectating, thus dramatic art is defined as what a spectator sees and hears from the
stage (ZICH 1986: 13). Yet, imagining while reading a story may entail visual and aural
qualities: what a reader actually sees, such as typography or book layout, does not re
semble (as an icon in terms of shape, material or function) anything that may be imag
ined in terms of meanings produced by these shapes (letters). For this reason, dramatic
art requires its intrinsically ostensive or graphic (‘názorný’) manifestation on the stage.
The word ‘graphic’ originates from a Greek word for scripture – graphē, γραφὴ, thus
an utterance is made graphic by writing. Though translated from aural to visual form,
it retains a symbolic coding. A written word is ‘drawn’ using a technique, thus graphics,
or ‘representation by means of lines’ (LIDDELL, SCOTT and JONES 1996), and from
the outset writing indicates drawing despite the later term suggesting iconic representa
tion. In Zich’s terms, the graphic stands for the iconic resemblance: the representational
image is sensorially analogous or proportionate (visually or aurally) to the technical
image. Further, a dramatic artwork is produced as a single unique performance, while
a graphic artwork is reproduced in multitude. Graphics then is not graphic in Zich’s mean
ing. Where Zich attains the visual metaphor of ‘graphic’ thinking, the complexity of
the term ‘názorný’ is easier comprehensible for the English reader translated as ‘iconic’
or, in the theatrical context, ‘ostensive’. This is why Osolsobě instead proposed the
word ‘intuition’ (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 71), a meaning insinuated by a later remark by
Zich (NOVÁK 1933) that can be read as: immediate insight or direct cognition that is
not mediated by rational thinking in abstract concepts.3 Thanks to intuition (‘graphic
thinking’) we do not need words to ‘translate’ artworks in order to comprehend them.
Inherent in dramatic theatre, a dramatic situation requires an ostensive, ‘graphic’
manifestation.4 This means an ostension or showing of people in their physical pres
ence, i.e. in a dramatic or ‘communicative situation’ (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 109), is a nec
essary and sufficient limit for graphic representation and sets up conditions for the
scope and form of the graphic (ZICH 1986: 53).

3   Ivo Osolsobě explores the issue of translating the Czech word ‘názor’ and ‘názorný’ to English
(OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 71). The Czech word NÁ-ZOR alongside the English IN-SIGHT, the German AN-SHAUUNG
and the Latin IN-TUITIO denotes intuition, i.e. a form of knowing based on perception, not reason or proof.
Osolsobě equates theatre, as playing and as language, to an epistemic model that a producer communicates
to a receiver. Within this epistemic activity, this modelling balances the receiver’s epistemic needs in more or
less semantic correspondence to the surrogate original. Considering the pragmatic aspect of communication,
being graphic or intuitive also indicates being instructive, or suitable for learning, a denotation that the word
‘intuition’ indeed later acquired, compare e.g.: tutor, tutorial (‘intuition, n.’ OED Online. Oxford University
Press, March 2020. Web. 14. 03. 2020).
4  ‘Názorný vztah dramatických relací pro určitou chvíli, takto ohraničenou, nazveme dramatickou situací.’ (ZICH
1986: 145)
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Some limits for graphic manifestation can by implied from Aristotle: pathos, despite
the essential effect of tragedy, is better not shown graphically by spectacle. ‘A pathos is
an act involving destruction or pain, for example deaths on stage and physical agonies
and woundings and so on’ (ARISTOTLE 105). A drastic action is not a dramatic action
if the latter is understood as communication driven by an individual’s intentions. The
drastic ought to be shown by poetic means, dramatic plot or dramatic action, since ‘to
produce this effect via the spectacle has less to do with the art of tragedy and needs
external aids’ (ARISTOTLE 108).
Besides spectacle, I propose here that the ‘external aids’ can take the form of public
ity or images in a poster. The question is then to what extent is the onstage graphic
manifestation aesthetically justified, socially acceptable, or technically feasible. Certainly, as
depictions of destruction, pain, death, agony, injury are often restrained and even kept
off the stage, publicity conforms to community standards even more strongly, e.g. in
terms of the principle of aesthetic (artistic) economy and the dramatic principle dis
cussed by Zich in The Aesthetics as well (ZICH 1986).

Since, unlike theatre performances, theatre posters are set in a public forum and
thus are accountable to different social norms, a publicity text must generally refrain,
for example, from graphic nudity. Clearly displaying human private parts is indeed the
most graphic for theatre and too graphic for publicity (or both). The example illustrates
the multiple meaning of the word with which I play here as a sort of rhetorical trope.
5  ‘Obrátíme-li se teď k rozboru dramatického děje a především k psychologické analýze lidského jednání jako jeho
základu, musíme být stále pamětlivi toho, že jde o dramatický děj předváděný, tedy názorný. Názorný je ovšem jen jeho
podklad, námi jako diváky vnímaný: mluva, chování a činy, daných nám taktéž názorně svým tělesným zjevem. K tomu
se přidružuje naše vlastní, interpretace tohoto vněmu, obrazová představa, jež nám odkrývá myšlenkový i citový význam
toho všeho, odhalujíc nám tak niternou stránku vnějšího dramatického dění.’ (ZICH 1986: 133)
6  ‘Za scénu, do myšleného místa děje, překládají se také výjevy, jež by byly příliš hrůzné hrůzné na pohled (různé doby
a různá prostředí nejsou v tom ovšem stejně jemnocitná, a konečně ty akce, jichž nelze z důvodů technických uspokojivě provést
(např. příjezd na koni apod.).’ (ZICH 1986: 180) ‘It is known that evil, horrible, even repulsive actions or appearances can
be described, after all, but how unbearable it is to see and hear them from the stage. (...) Still, they are demanded at times, and
there are audiences who are hungry for such gross sensations (...).’ (ZICH 1986: 159) ‘Je známo, že děje nebo zjevy ošklivé,
hrůzné, ba odporné dají se koneckonců popisovati, ale jak nesnesitelné, jest, viděti a slyšeti je s jeviště. (...) Jsou doby, jež si
žádají, a jsou vrstvy obecenstva, jež jsou lačny takovýchto hrubých sensací (...).’ (ZICH 1986: 159)
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Scenes that are too horrible to look at are also transferred into an imagined location (diffe
rent times and environments are not equally delicate in this), and finally those actions that
cannot be satisfactorily performed for technical reasons (for example, horse riding, etc.).
(ZICH 1986: 180)6
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[...] we must always keep in mind that the dramatic action is presented or in other words,
ostensive. Yet it is only an underlying material of the action, which is ostensive [graphic] and
which we as the audience perceive: speeches, behaviour and actions of personas presented to
us ostensibly [graphically] again through their physical appearance. Our own interpretation
of this perception – the image – joins in, revealing the meanings and emotions of it all, thus
disclosing an internal side of an external dramatic action. (ZICH 1986: 133)5
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Therefore I assume that graphic stands: (1) for ostensive, visible, performed, or intui
tive, as in Zich; (2) for drastic and obscene, as in e.g. media’s graphic content policies;
and (3) for the written, drawn and reproduced, as in ‘graphic design’.7
Not being the work of the poet, spectacle, though attractive (as Aristotle himself
notes), demands the lowest graphic manifestation, so to say the lowest possible de
gree of ostensiveness. Pictorial-art, like set design, may undermine the dramatic effect
(ZICH 1986: 31). Spectacularity contrasts with corporeality, i.e. anything that is not cor
poreal and thus cannot be shown purely ostensively (such as a human body or a thing,
cf. Zich’s postulate of materiality of scenic objects – ZICH 1986: 185) or, in other
words, anything conceived as unreal counts for spectacular illusion of which a specta
tor is aware, and its reception, either positive or negative, is conditioned by theatrical
framing, stylisation, and conventions. Further, there are indeed technical restrictions
for persuasive graphic manifestation, as Zich points out.
As neither spectacular nor graphic content can ever be graphic enough to gratify
spectators’ scopophilia, Aristotle’s advice is to keep it on stage but expressed by artistic
language. According to Zich (seconded by Osolsobě), language is as inherent to theatre
as speaking is for humans (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 129). Language is present, bare (as is) on
stage – simply, as language – that is ultimately ostensively, i.e. graphically. Language can
also become ‘unbearably’ graphic when it ‘makes something public that cannot bear
being public’ (ZICH 1986: 159).8
This essay suggests and will illustrate that publicity graphics may compensate, amplify,
or substitute for the spectacular. Despite its inherent and limited means for representing
reality, theatre may try to mediate reality by illusion as in spectacle and naturalist thea
tre, by the use of film projection as in intermedial theatre, or by keeping the graphic or
spectacular off the stage but within the context of theatrical communication as a poster
image or publicity text.

Offstaging the offstage
In 2019, Prague’s National Theatre produced Tramvestie9 in a production promoted as
a video opera. Petr Wejsar composed music to Pavel Novotný’s poetry that attempts to
capture the poet’s impressions based on real-life recordings of passengers’ conversa
tions on a tram ride. The sober stage design solely features four typical red tram seats
occupied by singers/actors representing public transportation passengers whose visual
characterization is further detailed by rather realistic costume design (see Fig. 1).
7   For detailed word reference see: ‘graphic, adj. and n.’ OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2020.
Web. 14. 03. 2020. In 2002, the Oxford English Dictionary extended the meaning of the word graphic for ‘Providing
or conveying full, unexpurgated detail; expressly stated or represented; explicit, esp. in the depiction of sex or
violence’. The dictionary traces the history of the word in meaning to the second half of the nineteenth century.
8  ‘zveřejnění toho “co zveřejnění nesnese”’ (ZICH 1986: 159). The Oxford English Dictionary also refers to
graphic speech with the meaning of vulgar language. OED Online. Oxford University Press, March 2020.
Web. 14. 03. 2020.
9   Premiered on 17 April 2019 at the New Stage, National Theatre, Prague.
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10  ‘Zpravidla ovšem si žádá místo děje větší determinace.’ (ZICH 1986: 179)
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Even if a stage is empty of decoration and filled only with the presence of acting
actors, it is always minimally graphic since the action must happen ‘somewhere’. Zich
comments on this representation: ‘Usually, the place requires more determination’
(ZICH 1986: 179).10 The poster image by Bratislava-based visual artist Jakub Gulyás
features a realistic photographic image of an actual tram, an image which is also repro
duced on the cover of the theatrical program (see Fig. 2, 3). Since within the scenog
raphy the place (the tram) is determined only metonymically with the tram seats, the
poster and programme are used to graphically specify the setting.
The Tramvestie poster suggests the dramatic space yet does not show the location itself
but the exterior image of the tram. Stage screen projections functioning as the view
from the tram’s window of the exterior showing the passing landscape also augment
the dramatic space, while this technique respects the spatial unity in the same fashion
as do dramatic locations that are not manifested graphically but only ‘thought’ or sug
gested, such as a half-opened door into another room (ZICH 1986: 180). However, the
publicity graphics made graphic what is not possible onstage, since a particular action
cannot take place inside and outside in the same moment. A spectator is provided with
simultaneous images of both.
Unlike mid-nineteenth-century pictorial posters promoting spectacular theatre,
a genre which will be referred to below, Gulyás’s publicity image does not amplify the
visual sensation of the stage, but rather complements and substitutes for it. For the ac
tor, being a real, living human ‘all other compounds seem to be less real’ (PROCHÁZ
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Fig. 1: National Theatre (Prague), Tramvestie. Photo by Patrik Borecký, 2019.
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Fig. 2: National Theatre (Prague), Tramvestie. Featured publicity photography
by Jakub Gulyás, graphic design by Petr Huml, 2019. National Theatre Archive.

KA 1994: 7).11 In the stage production, only actors dressed in costumes, an extension
of actors’ corporeal self (ZICH 1986: 109), were on the stage. Any other props, seem
ingly less real, were set aside: even stage video projection to illustrate reality. On the
contrary, a photographic image and graphic art mechanically or digitally reproduced
the real world.
Additionally, Tramvestie was preceded by a paratheatrical event: a ride in a real his
toric tram down Prague’s streets. Together with this real-life location, the actual stage
performance with the poster and the programme may be assembled in the specta
tor’s mind into a coherent semantic image, a mental representation of the event.12 This
construal can be shaped by means of specific semiotic coding that depends on media,
and can entail specific cognitive processing requirements to provide a certain aesthetic
experience. Within theatre reception studies, this cognitive construal may then be dis
cussed, for instance, from a poetics perspective as a multimedial conceptual artwork,
or from an aesthetics point of view as the actual aesthetic experience, i.e. a mental
representation in a spectator’s mind. ‘Media images in particular are characterized by
the simultaneity of event, image and perception’ (BACHMANN-MEDICK 2006: 262),
11
‘Důvod, proč se vše točí kolem herce, je, že je to skutečný, živý člověk. (...) Herectví se vyznačuje tím, že umělec
je osobně přítomen ve svém výtvoru. Všechny další složky se proto jeví jako méně reálné.’ (PROCHÁZKA 1994: 7)
12   Recalling Lakoff and Johnson’s concept of embodied realism (LAKOFF and JOHNSON 1999),
cognitive theatrologist Bruce McConachie describes how the theatrical experience is determined by
‘interaction in the material world of performance’ (MCCONACHIE 2001). Cognitive psychology extending
the early theory of John Dewey on aesthetic experience (DEWEY 1934) can be seen to support the presented
hypothesis.
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Fig. 3: National Theatre (Prague), Tramvestie.
Publicity photography by Jakub Gulyás, 2019. National Theatre Archive.
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and media images can be assumed to have trained contemporary spectatorship for
such simultaneity.
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In ‘The Aesthetic Preparation of the Mind’ (ZICH 1921) and later in The Aesthetics of
Dramatic Art (ZICH 1986, originally published in 1931), Zich introduces and develops
the idea of the ‘semantic image’ (významová představa) in discussions of how representa
tions of dramatic characters (personas) and places are created.
Zich’s semantic image consists of two types: the ‘technical image’ (významová představa
technická) emerges from the perception of the stage in a spectator’s mind, which in turn
induces a ‘representational image’ (významová představa obrazová; alternately translated
as referential or symbolic) as subjective mental content. An acting actor renders such
a technical image, whereas a dramatic persona is a related representational image.
These representations are not objective entities, but subjective mental representations
in the mind of the spectator. In the same manner, for the viewers in their cognition
a stage decoration technically represents a dramatic location of a dramatic action.
In order to integrate theatre publicity as well as non-representational theatre (and
publicity for non-representational theatre), I propose to extend the concept of the
representational image. It is the target signifié and the psychological content that is pro
cessed in the mind through images, but also as concepts (THAGARD 2005) – a process
which has gestalt qualities. The work of the theatre practitioner is to generate technical
images via diverse media, and to arrange them in a way to evoke the most persuasive
and coherent representational image.
This brief and simplified explanation suffices to present the key proposition that
theatrical publicity, functioning as an associative semantic image, participates in inducing
representational images of characters (personas) and places. In the final chapter of The
Aesthetics of Dramatic Art, Zich mentions indirectly what kind of a pictorial representa
tion can be evoked from spectator’s memory while watching a show:
By means of their resemblance, the perceptions provided by a scene evoke mental images
that we acquired by outer experience (i.e. from ‘reality’) and we compare them with the
percepts. [...] Accordingly, a water goblin on a stage can evoke a memory of a similar water
goblin, for example painted by Schwaiger. (ZICH 1986: 282)13

In line with Zich’s view, poster or publicity images to which the spectators are ex
posed beforehand can manipulate what they cognize when watching a show, or at least
what was intended to register in the mind.
13  ‘(…) vjemy, jež nám scéna poskytuje, vyvolávají v nás svou podobností představy, jež máme ze své vnější
zkušenosti (tedy ze „skutečnosti”) a my je s nimi srovnáváme. Ale jen co do podoby, ne co do skutečnosti — to je rozdíl.
Stejně v nás může např. vystoupivší vodník vyvolat vzpomínku na podobného mu vodníka někým (třeba Schwaigrem)
namalovaného.’ (ZICH 1987: 282)
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Any literalism which could suggest the cosy familiarity of domestic animal – or worse, a pan
tomime horse – should be avoided. […] Great care must also be taken that the masks are put
on before the audience with very precise timing – the actors watching each other, so that the
masking has an exact and ceremonial effect. (SHAFFER 1974: 17)

Practically, Shaffer warns against anything too literal or iconic in the stage produc
tion, yet a real animal appears in Uli Weber’s publicity photograph. The publicity image
for a 2007 revival directed by Thea Sharrock in West End’s Gielgud Theatre15 features
Daniel Radcliffe posing next to an actual white horse, suggesting what a spectator is
supposed to see, thus complementing the semantic image of a horse. A living animal
would be too ‘naked’ on the stage, an actor’s full frontal nudity would be too ‘naked’
in the publicity (or, as we have argued above, too graphic). For example, having a real
horse on stage was the main attraction to 1909 London sensational spectacle For Wife
and Kingdom by Ward Bailey. This production teased the London audiences by a prom
ise of a horse-drawn sleigh under the attack of wolves in a snowstorm (see Fig. 4):

Unlike Bailey’s, Shaffer’s play challenges directors with staging an image that should
both be aesthetically persuasive as a real stallion called Nugget and a divine being
Equus, in both cases establishing a meaningful gestalt. Despite the fact that a horse
is played by a masked actor or chorus, a series of technical images combine with two
representational images: one for the horse Nugget, another for the deity Equus. What
is actually staged as Equus (and Equus) are Alan Strang’s memories and visions. Such
representations demand graphic spectacle or storytelling and may erode the dramatic
principle in the strict meaning intended by Zich.16
14   Opened 26 July 1973 at the Old Vic Theatre, National Theatre, London.
15   Premiered on 27 February 2007 at the Gielgud Theatre, London.
16   ‘The more poetic a dramatic text is, the more one can expect that dramatic effect would be weakened.
(Čím je text dramatického díla poetičtější, tím spíše lze očekávati, že bude dramatičnost díla (t. j. představení!) zeslabena.)’
(ZICH 1986: 30). If they serve the dramatic plot, poetic forms such as lyric monologues, epic storytelling
exposing parallel plots, and speeches presenting ideas are not in contradiction to the dramatic effect and
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The advertisement boasted of a real horse, but not of course of real wolves. The poster de
picted not what the audience would see but what it was supposed to think it saw. That is how
posters which depicted the most sensational scenes in popular should be read. They repro
duced the most effective possible version of the action, which might or might not be realized
in full on stage, and theatregoers seemed happy to accept them in that spirit. (DIAMOND
2012: 61)
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To exemplify how posters function as associative semantic images, I would like to dis
cuss the case of publicity images for two productions of seminal Peter Shaffer’s Equus.
The 1973 play dramatizes a story of Martin Dysart, a child psychiatrist treating teenager
Alan Strang and searching for the reasons the boy blinded several horses. In a book
edition following John Dexter’s premiere staging14, the playwright instructs directors:
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Fig. 4: Royal Palace Theatre (London), For Wife and Kingdom.
Postcard, anonymous, 1910. Michael Diamond Collection.

The poster by Ken Briggs for the 1973 The National Theatre production of the
same play features a graphic of a horse by Gilbert Lesser (see Fig. 5). It is an image of
a horse – schematic, geometric towards abstraction, reminding of a ceremonial mask,
‘a mask of horsedom’ (SHAFFER 1974: 10).17 Artistic stylization renders meanings, for
the poster conceivably reminds the viewer of primitive art, thus foregrounding an idea
– a concept rather than an image of Equus the God. Hyperbolically expressed, deus
ex machina, understood here as an effect such as a spectacle (or an element of storytelling), which corrupts dramatic effect, cannot function in an actual dramatic plot but
could be placed off the stage as a ‘God from the poster’ or ‘deus ex machina polygrafica’.
Uli Weber’s realistic photography supplied an ostensible idea, a visual support to ev
ocation of the semantic image of Nugget the horse, which was ostensible – that is, based
on iconic resemblance. Gilbert Lesser’s graphics expanded the semantic image with
additional symbolic meaning. A juxtaposition of the two publicity images of Equus illus
trates how Zich’s concept of the semantic image combines semantics with psychology.
Shaffer’s play thematizes intricacies of the human mind and how it assembles various
principle. (ZICH 1986: 86) In this case a playwright is fully justified to use, for example, monologues to
manifest the mental condition of dramatic personae if it cannot be manifested in conversation (‘Odtud plyne
pro dramatika plné právo, aby užil monologu tak, kde jisté duševní stavy dramatické osoby musí být (ale jen z těch!)
zveřejněny a nemohou býti jinak, na př. v rozmluvě osoby se svým spojencem)’ (ZICH 1986: 156).
17   The art direction and graphic design is attributed to Ken Brrigs (POYNOR 2017). The stage and mask
design is the work of John Napier.
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Fig. 5: National Theatre (London), Equus. Poster art by Gilbert Lesser,
graphic design by Ken Briggs, 1973. National Theatre Archive.
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‘But he recovered when he was given the photography of the horse in its place?’
‘Then suddenly he knelt down.’
‘In front of the photograph?’ (SHAFFER 1974: 58)

The image that Alan adores might be seen in Lesser’s graphics – ‘God from the
poster,’ deus ex tabula graphica. Alan’s father ‘happened to be a printer’ (SHAFFER
1974: 107). The image of a horse might be one of the posters printed by Alan’s father.
Images, especially in the contemporary scopophilic and visual culture, hold a divine
power of idols over the semantic image of the world perceived through the sense of
vision, as Mitchell elaborates (MITCHELL 2015).
Contemporary cognitive psychology discusses the representational character of im
ages: ‘Mental images should therefore not be understood as representations of the ex
ternal world. Rather, the external world should be seen as a mere projection of our in
ternal images’ (BACHMANN-MEDICK 2006: 262). The semantic image could be then
conceived as constructional (as opposed to representational), and as such projected
back onto the external world of the stage. The effect is known as the visual projection
phenomenon: ‘The outside projection of a mental image could be considered similar
to the projection of a film on a screen: the brain is the generator of the images sent to
the outside world’ (RUGGIERI 2017: 969). Such an understanding problematizes and
sheds new light on the mutual relations between percepts, technical images and rep
resentational images, in Zich’s terminology.18 The constructional nature of the mind
allows visualizing a deity in (or through) a horse, as well as seeing a dramatic persona
in (or through) an actor.

18   Contemporary cognitive studies support the plausibility of Zich’s interpretation: ‘The visual perception
and the visual images coexist. While a person perceives the external environment can simultaneously
develop visually other images’ (RUGGIERI 2017: 973). Ruggieri continues: ‘The mental visual images actually
perceived, as well as the recalled images of previous visual perceptions and the new images of pure imagery
activity, interact each other and with other modes of perception (trans modal perception). They are the basis
of cognitive activities, under the transformative processes of brains (abstraction, etc.)’ (RUGGIERI 2017:
971).
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pieces of information ‘acquired from our external experience’ (ZICH 1986: 93), which
may be of iconic, symbolic, and internal haptic nature. A reproduction of ‘Our Lord on
His way to Calvary’ that he could see while his mother was reading the Bible out loud
to him, television western films, stories about horses, and an early memory of riding
on a horseback blended with images of fear and desire from ‘inner experience’ (ZICH
1986: 93) eventually make the foundation of Alan Strang’s belief in a horse-god. The
image of Equus takes the place of the picture of Christ on the wall of his room:
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Both the poster and theatre may be conceived as an interplay between image and text,
the plexus of which was subject to change over two centuries: the Gutenberg Galaxy
morphed into the Electric Age, in McLuhan’s terms (MCLUHAN 1969), along with
scopic regimes (METZ 1982), spectatorship, images schemas (MCCONACHIE 2001),
media, artistic sensitivity and imagination. A word once written down thus merged
with the visual world and became typography (ONG 1994). With posters, typography
merged directly with images, and finally when a pictorial poster was posted, a word
returned back to the objectual world.

Referring to ‘name tags’ or ‘descriptors’ (nápisy), Osolsobě offers an explanation of
how thinking works as a process of ‘coming into consciousness’, ‘realizing’ something
(uvědomování si). Thinking occurs when a percept is linked with a concept deposited
in one’s personal lexicon (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 180). Osolsobě treats Zich’s ‘semantic
image’ as some sort of a descriptor, a name tag. The assumption stems from Zich’s re
mark: ‘Every relatively stable percept is drawn out from our experience on the basis
of resemblance to an image by answering the most general question: what is it we see
or hear; and for this reason it may be called a semantic image (...)’ (ZICH 1986: 42 in
OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 182).20
Osolsobě’s account contributes to understanding how ‘theatrical thinking’ may work,
or how the verbal (textual) conditions the imaginative (visual). Zich’s term ‘image’
(představa) is representational, literally similar to ‘pictorial’ (zobrazující, obrazová), which
might imply unreliable reading. According to Zich, a spectator cognizes (‘theatrical
thinking’) a theatre performance via visual images. This thinking is often reduced to
visual imagination as a prevalent mental faculty of processing the perception of the
stage, a presence enriched with remembered and fantastic images. The idea of human
thinking in images was refuted in Vygotsky’s Psychology of Art (VYGOTSKY 1971) as well
as in Gombrich’s Art and Illusion (GOMBRICH 1961). In fact, Gombrich affirms that
one’s visual perception is determined by conceptual pre-understanding, or, so to say,
imaginative seeing is formed by conceptual pre-understanding.

19  ‘Žijeme v popsaném světě a na všem čteme (nebo kdykoli můžeme číst) verbální responzi. Máme ‘nápisy’ nejen na
věcech skutečných, ale i na věcech představovaných jinými věcmi jinými věcmi (obrazy, znaky, modely) či představovaných
v naší představivosti.’ (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 181)
20  ‘Každý náš poměrně stálý vněm vybavuje v naší zkušenosti na základě podobnosti nějakou představu odpovídající
na nejvšeobecnější otázku, co to jest, co vidíme, slyšíme atd., pročež ji nazveme představou významovou (...).’ (ZICH
1986: 42)
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We live in a described and ‘tagged’ world, and everything, we read (or whenever we can read)
can be rendered verbally. We have descriptors or ‘name tags’ not only attached to real things,
but also regarding things that are represented by other things (images, signs, models) or re
presented in our imagination. (OSOLSOBĚ 2007: 181)19
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Theatre posters indeed function as descriptors and, despite their pictorial qualities,
should be first read literally in terms of the title of the production. Until the second
half of the nineteenth century when the pictorial poster prevailed, theatrical events
had been announced foremostly by textual playbills that allured audiences with refined
poetic wording (SENELICK 2018: 173). In line with Osolsobě, such playbills extended
the spectator’s vocabulary with a multitude of new ‘name tags,’ or drew a conglomera
tion of ‘labels’ or ‘descriptors’ out of the passive vocabulary. ‘Read beforehand, such
descriptions [...] have the effect of preconditioning the audience actually to see the
things […]; the synopsis makes the action clear and helps to make settings magnificent’
(BRATTON 2003: 58 in SMYTH 2010: 8).
In fact, Equus is such a ‘name tag’ that at first glance depicts an image of a horse
displayed on a poster. This is the very first percept rendering both a technical image as
well as the initial representational image. It is also a ready-to-use label for all the related
perceptual information in the actual performance. The spectators may liken it to Alan
Strang when he first comes across the name ‘Equus’. This is the moment when the
‘semantic image’ of the deity gains coherence and (semantic) meaning, while on stage
the character starts to see his god in a horse. ‘Name tag’ of dramatic personae featured
in theatrical programmes may work in a similar fashion.
From a strictly epistemological point of view, such a ‘person’ – whether from real life or from
a play – is something that we add to an optical and acoustic stimulus; it is a mere image that
we place under (hypostasise) the sensory stimulus (percept) as a constant and unchanging
substance. We are compelled to the image by the very fact that the perception remains at least
partly the same. Said image fuses with this perception and so gains an ostensive (graphic)
quality. As the character of the drama only exists in our mind, albeit on the basis of a percep
tion, we need constant markers to be able to speak – or even think – about it; the preferred
method (just as in life) is to give it a name tag. ‘The lists of dramatis personae’ prevalent in
play scripts are evidence of this. (ZICH 1986: 36)21

While watching a production, a spectator’s mind does not directly and continuously
project from the memory visual images onto a stage by recalling particular images, for
example, from posters. Instead, when a percept is recognised as something resembling
something else, the mind labels it with a ‘name tag’ – such as (supposedly) a horse,
a psychiatrist’s room, a stable, a tram – almost as in the case of the Elizabethan Thea
tre, where locations were indicated by means of such tags. The attribution is carried
throughout the performance and suffices for a persuasive aesthetic experience if not
hindered by anything that brings forth doubt in the acquired comprehension.
21
‘Přísně noeticky vzato, je takováto “osoba”, ať ze života nebo z divadelní hry, něco námi přimyšleného k zjevu
optickému a akustickému; je to pouhá představa, již k tomu zjevu (vněmu) pokládáme (hypostasujeme) jako stálou
a trvalou jeho podstatu (substanci). Pohnutkou k tomu je nám právě to, že tento vnímaný zjev zůstává aspoň částečně
stejný. Splývajíc ovšem s tímto vněmem, přijímá od něho jmenovaná představa ráz názornosti. Ježto je tedy dramatická
osoba jen myšlená, byť na podkladě vněmu, potřebujeme nějaké stálé značky, abychom o ní mohli myslit, po případě
i mluvit; nejraději si vypomáháme (tak jako v životě) jejím pojmenováním. O tom svědčí “seznam dramatických osob”,
u dramat obvyklý.’ (ZICH 1986: 36)
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A promotional text is derived from the show in a process which takes an ekphratic
position to theatre. Under conditions when a textual annotation precedes the theatri
cal event, the vector changes. According to Mitchell’s contemplations on Ut pictura
poesis (MITCHELL 1994), ekphrasis is a matter of otherness and models a relation
between the primary and the secondary. An understanding of what is derived from
what, what is conditioned by what, what is primary and secondary, etc., all relate
poster aesthetics to design practices, theatre aesthetics and production through the
interplay between knowing and seeing. In addition, Zich, in search of the quintes
sence of theatre, hypothesizes that the quality of the ‘other’ image and text require
specific conditions, and thus Zich reassesses the aesthetic essentials of theatre as
spectacle and as literature.22

Semantic image sacré

Theatrical publicity is also intended to enrich or manipulate ‘semantic images’ by
preparing a spectator to accept that a certain role is cast with a certain actor, the choice
of which undermines casting stereotypes attached to them. Daniel Radcliffe was sepa
rated, literally dressed down from the Harry Potter character, and positioning his fig
ure next to a horse introduced him as Alan Strang from Equus. In a similar stance, Sean
Mathias’ 2013 Broadway production of Breakfast at Tiffany’s cast the English actress
Emilia Clarke. Subsequently, the publicity for the production involved a photograph
of Clarke (see Fig. 6) to let ‘everybody know that she had it’ (HODGES and SEDARIS
2016: 196) and thus loosen the ties between the main character and the actress Audrey
Hepburn, the star of the iconic 1961 Hollywood film adaptation. A set of impressive
22   For example, Zich subordinates the literary drama (textual) to a stage performance (visual) and
postulates the totality of actor’s performance (they must be audible by speaking, and visible by stage
appearance). The problem of seeing and knowing can be set up as relation between the psychological and
semantic (SUS 1992). In commentaries to the 1986 edition of Aesthetics, Osolsobě questions Zich’s idea that
a semantic image of an actor is not graphic. Zich claims a spectator knows who a certain actor on the stage is.
The notion does not come from seeing but from knowing (ZICH 1986: 340). The onstage talking, of course,
participates in inducing representational images of characters (ZICH 1986: 156).
23  ‘Navštěvujíce divadla, seznámíme se tak s velkým množstvím takovýchto neskutečných, jen uměle vytvořených
“osob”. Při každé z nich máme vlastně trojitou sdruženinu: vjem, který jsme z jeviště měli, k němu asociovanou
představu hrajícícho herce (na př. Vojana) a taktéž přidruženou představu jakési osobnosti (na př. Cyrana). Představa
herce může býti velmi zřetelná, znám-li jej na př. velmi dobře odjinud, nebo jen nezřetelná, je-li to pouze “nějaký” herec,
jinak mně neznámý.’ (ZICH 1921: 199)
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Attending the theatre, we meet a multitude of [...] unreal, just artificially created ‘persona’.
During out visit, we have actually a triple grouping: a perception of the stage, an associated
image of an acting actor (for example, Vojan), along with an associated image of someone –
a persona (for example, Cyrano). The image of the actor could be very clear if we know him
well from elsewhere, or unclear if the actor is just ‘some’ actor not known to us otherwise.
(ZICH 1921: 199)23
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Fig. 6: Cort Theatre (New York), Breakfast at Tiffany’s. Art direction by Drew Hodges, Vinny
Sainato, Darren Cox, logo design by Dan Forkin, photography by Jason Bell, 2013. SpotCo.
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24   Marcel Proust was one of Bernhardt’s admirers. She inspired the character of the actress La Berma in
the second volume of the cycle In Search of Lost Time: In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower (À la recherche du
temps perdu: À l’ombre des jeunes filles en fleurs, 1919). The narrator recalls memories of theatre performances
of La Berma and contemplates that images and thoughts (namely of an ancient statue) could have eventually
‘beautified’ Berma’s acting.
25   Cognitive theatrologist Bruce McConachie introduces the concept of identity and ‘conceptual blending’
(MCCONACHIE 2011). With the stage figure in Zich’s terms, a new ‘actor/character’ emerges as a conceptual
blend of the identities of an actor and all features associated with a dramatic persona. The conceptual blend
is possible because of what Zich calls ‘theatrical conception’ (ZICH 1921), which allows a ‘double scope’, to
use McConachie’s term. The double interpretation of a percept, Zich suggests, is possible because a spectator
assembles two distinct, but not contradictory images and concepts. The spectator compares two images (the
first is perceptual, technical; the second a conceptual, representational image), but not in contradictory terms
of their realness, but their resemblance. Therefore, an actor is to a dramatic persona like a statue to a man:
‘when I see a statue, I assume “It is some statue” and “It is some man”, because these notions are not from
the same category of actually existing things. “Some man” belongs to the category of things that exist only
ideally – in my mind. [...] Therefore I can say also in dramatic art: it is an actor A and at the same time
King Lear [...]’ (ZICH 1986: 284). From the quote follows that this conceptual blending functions under the
condition of a minimum graphic, iconic resemblance. Zich sets up elaborate rules of theatrical stylisation.
Having a human body, a woman can persuasively represent a male character with greater ease as compared
to a human representing a horse. The blend in Zich’s terms is a difference, respectively, an overlap between
a technical image and semantic image. The higher the difference, the higher the stylization. He claims that the
scope of stylisation is determined by theatrical conventions and theatrical experience.
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publicity images for the 2013 production was designed to make a firm connection be
tween the character of Holly Golightly and Clarke.
SpotCo artistic director Drew Hodges, who was responsible for the poster, indicates:
‘It was decided that we have to support our leading lady by letting everybody know that
she had it by photography’ (HODGES and SEDARIS 2016: 196). Clarke just needed
that support not to be seen as a mere Hepburn’s replacement or ‘understudy’. A new
set of images was required to help the spectator associate Clarke with Holly Golightly
and loosen an association between an image of a dramatic persona and the image of
Audrey Hepburn.
If Clarke was used in the publicity to break the associations with the actresses who
had previously performed the same role, Sarah Bernhardt used posters for making
certain roles associated with her alone. Sarah Bernhardt was certainly not just ‘some’
actor, and her image was well-known among the public at the turn of the twentieth
century, a persona made even more prominent by means of publicity – ‘the places we
know her from’ recalling Zich’s quote. For example, in the posters of Alphonse Mucha
(also a stage designer for many shows) Bernhardt sought to appear and be thought of
as taller than she was in real life. Interestingly, she might have really succeeded in con
veying that impression when a poster image became blended with the memories of an
admirer of Bernhardt and connoisseur of Mucha posters who kept the poster hanging
in his living room.24 In the poster for Hamlet (see Fig. 7), Bernhardt appears taller in
figure proportions compared to the documenting photograph (see Fig. 8).
Appearing on a poster as a youthful man, the actress was also preparing the audience
to accept a woman cast in a male role.25At the end of the nineteenth century, French
and English audiences were accustomed to the so-called ‘breeches roles’ or girl boys
(CORBIN 2012). Breeches were tight-fitting pants in which actresses usually appeared
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Fig. 7: Sarah Bernhardt, Tragique
historie d’Hamlet, Prince de Danemark.
Poster by Alphonse Mucha, 1899.
Moravian Gallery (Brno).
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Fig. 8: Sarah-Bernhardt (Hamlet.) Lafayette – photo – London.
Between 1885 and 1900. Library of Congress.
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on stage, posters, or photographs, that allowed them to show their legs in silhouette.
In her Hamlet costume designed by Alphonse Mucha, Bernhardt ‘wears a cape and
coat that drapes down to her mid-thigh – still outlines her legs, leaving little to the
imagination and nothing to connect her to traditional images of older women or sag
ging bodies’ (CORBIN 2012: 51). The title of a study by Pamela Corbin epitomizes the
point: ‘She’s old enough to be a beautiful young boy’ (CORBIN 2012). Appearing as
boy enabled Bernhardt to appear as young and still desirable to counter her technical
image of a fifty-five year old woman. Elizabeth Robins, a contemporaneous reviewer,
testified that: ‘Madame Bernhardt’s assumption of masculinity is so cleverly carried out
that one loses sight of Hamlet in one’s admiration for the tour de force of the actress
[...]’ (ROBINS 1900: 908).
Does a figure on Mucha’s poster represent Sarah Bernhardt the actress, a stage figure,
or a dramatic character she represents? Depicted in her stage costume, the figure refers
to the stage figure; she is an actress, femme fatal, though looking like a man for her admir
ers. Bernhardt’s appearance is so radically altered that she hardly resembles herself, but
does that mean that Hamlet as a dramatic persona is depicted on the poster? For George
B. Shaw, Sarah Bernhardt ‘does not enter into the leading character; she substitutes her
self for it’ (SHAW 1907: 136 in MCPHERSON 1999: 412). She herself turns into a dra
matic persona not only by means of her acting and aura, but also by her stardom, ‘spec
tacle and réclame’ (MCPHERSON 1999 on her ‘tour de force’ (ROBINS 1900: 908)). Sarah
Bernhardt here elaborates a supreme semantic image of a dramatic persona, monstre
sacré or Divine Sarah, with who the other dramatic personas along with Mucha’s posters
or Nadar’s photographs are associated, working as additional semantic imagery.
That, like Mucha, Nadar happened to be the most contemporary innovator in his favourite
medium mattered less to a stare of her magnitude that her determination to orchestrate all
the element of the theatrical spectacle, as if this characteristic were insufficiently evident
when she renamed her theatrical company after herself. (GUNERATNE 2008: 126)

Two images are thus associated and brought together: the technical image and the
representational image, i.e. the technical image of a stage figure is grouped with a rep
resentational image of a dramatic persona. Zich describes how such an amalgamation
is encompassed in the presence/performance of one actor (ZICH 1986: 287). The
‘transtheatrical’ figure emerges on the ground of theatre performances only theoreti
cally. Practically, every stage presentation of Bernhardt, as Hamlet, Gismonda, or Theo
dora proceeds from the ground of her theatrical and medial omnipresence.
Hamlet, Gismonda, or Theodora as dramatic personas were not intended to be target
semantic images, but a compound of a more refined and complex work of art, technical
and representational images, or performances of identity (see BUTLER 1999). According
to Osolsobě, the name Bernhardt gave to her theatre exemplifies the concept of naming,
just as the denomination of Equus, the God, in Shaffer’s play.26
26   ‘Equus’ stands for such a supreme representational image of a multitude of horses in the play –
Nugget, Trojan, Prince, etc. induced by a multitude of technical images, either graphic or non-graphic –
horse-actors, costumes, masks, speech, etc.
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In all the described examples, the publicity has formed an associated image of an
acting actor in order to strengthen an onstage percept and an associated image of an
actor (Radcliffe, Clarke, Bernhardt), along with an associated image of a persona (Alan
Strang, Holly Golightly, Hamlet).

27   There is a condition to which poster is subjected as well as is dramatic art: the relative and subjective
resemblance between a technical and representational image is necessary for a dramatic artwork, but only
in a sense of significance, i.e. in order to actually induce the desired representational image (‘Relativní
a subjektivní podobnost mezi představou technickou a obrazovou je pro dramatické dílo nutná, ale jen ve smyslu
signifikačním, t j. pro to, aby se žádoucí obrazová představa vskutku vyvolala’) (ZICH 1986: 296).
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Theatre and posters are situated in a shared space. Nevertheless, theatre is a situated
communicative situation that shows the communication of living people, with the
poster a situated paper text to communicate this situation. Theatre is foremostly
a presentation, a very graphic ostension of human bodies, while a poster, no matter
how graphic, is foremostly a representation of dramatic personae, not a presentation
of its paper materiality. The poster is situated in a relatively distinct social or
economic context, and thus reflects pragmatic dramaturgical or marketing demands,
in addition to putting forth semantic features.
These intermedial and semiotic translations blur the answer to the question: whom
or what do we see when looking at a poster? Translating a stage figure (actor-figure)
from a semiotic code of theatre to a semiotic code of a pictorial art of the poster, i.e.
losing one spatial dimension, create temporal and contextual conditions that enable
the poster to ‘remix’ the Zich’s triad actor – actor-figure – dramatic persona and their re
lated associations.27
What is seen on stage, as an actor-figure or a dramatic persona embodied as a hu
man, is freed from the human body and staged on the poster: the stage figure turns
into the poster figure. Revisiting Aristotle: ‘it is perhaps impossible for people to be
as beautiful as Zeuxis painted them’ (ARISTOTLE 1972: 130). The poster allows sepa
ration of what merges in a single image onstage: it can divide visual and text-based
associations connected to an actor from those of a dramatic persona by means of light
ing, outlining, recalling, and modulating. It can alternate them and recreate them ac
cording to the media’s poetic and aesthetic rules and means through montage, staged
photography, abstract drawing to a mere symbolic substitution as in the case of ‘Théâ
tre Sarah-Bernhardt’ on a facade on her theatre. The more abstract the stylisation of
a poster figure is, the more conceptual or symbolic meanings it renders. It thus associ
ated with dramatic personae rather than actors, whose physical appearance can fade
and disappear, in contrast to their necessary onstage presence. Both pictorial posters
and theatre are representational arts (obrazové umění).
When discussing pictorial and corporeal qualities of theatre, Otakar Zich makes
a small remark regarding Edward Gordon Craig, who ‘considered that even an actor
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himself belongs to pictorial art. It is understandable that the requirement of stylization
led him to the puppet’ (ZICH 1986: 187).28 On a pictorial poster, the poster figure does
indeed take over some properties of Craig’s über-marionette: ‘Art arrives only by design.
Therefore, in order to make any work of art we may only work in those materials with
which we can calculate. Man is not one of these materials’ (CRAIG 2009).
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These early-stage findings were presented at the conference Perspektivy teatrologie 3 organised by the Theatre Research Society (Czechia) in Brno on May 2019. The paper is a part of
doctoral candidature at the Department of Aesthetics (Faculty of Arts, Masaryk University),
under the supervision of Professor Petr Osolsobě. I also want to gratefully acknowledge comments by Tomáš Kačer, Svitlana Shurma, Daniel Sampey, and Markéta Kulhánková, as well
as the courtesy of Michael Diamond and Drew Hodges, who provided the licenses for the
respective images.
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